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Business Models of the Digital Economy
Jon M. Garon*
This article is part of a series of book excerpts from The
Entrepreneur’s Intellectual Property & Business Handbook, which
provides the business, strategy, and legal reference guide for start-ups
and small businesses.
A.

The Real Revolution—Smart Business.

As early as 1993, Harvard Business Review asked “What’s So New
About the New Economy?”1 To give the question context, at that time,
the Mosaic/Netscape graphical Internet browser responsible for
opening the Internet to commercial activity was still in beta and not
released officially until 1994. Despite this, the article noted a business
environment that was struggling: “Across the corporate landscape, in
every industry and at every level, managers are struggling to adapt to
unfamiliar circumstances and new strains of competition.”2
In the magazine issue dedicated to answering the question, Harvard
Business Review editor Alan Webber described elements of the shift,
including the move from mass production to flexible production, from
a manufacturing economy to an information economy, and towards an
integration of manufacturing, service, and retail functionality.
What stood at the center of this quarter century of economic
transformation has been the role of information throughout the
economic lifecycle of all business processes. The 1993 article highlighted
the front edge of this transformation that has engulfed the world’s
economic development.

* Jon M. Garon, Dean and Professor of Law, Nova Southeastern University
Shepard Broad College of Law; J.D. Columbia University School of Law 1988. Adapted
from The Entrepreneur’s Intellectual Property & Business Handbook (reprinted with
permission). Dean Garon is admitted in New Hampshire, California and Minnesota
and of counsel with Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell, PC, Concord NH.
Alan M. Webber, What’s So New About the New Economy?, HARV. BUS. REV., Jan.
1993, at 24, https://hbr.org/1993/01/whats-so-new-about-the-new-economy.
(Author Alan Webber went on to become the cofounding editor of Fast Company.)
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Understanding the Customer.

Deep knowledge of customer behaviors can now be gleaned from
easy-to-conduct surveys and correlated with shopping, purchasing, and
consumption activities. A/B testing can provide real-time data about
what works in the marketplace. Just-in-time tracking of goods using bar
codes has been augmented with RFID chips, enabling companies to
track products. Similar tracking using blockchain technologies will allow
the companies to pinpoint an individual item and know its entire history.
Customer feedback is now almost standard on most online market
platforms. The many-to-many media model assures that companies have
access to a tremendous amount of feedback on their products, services,
and operations.
As noted in Chapter 5, businesses can purchase or create tracking
data to know the attributes of the individuals or businesses that make up
the customer base so that communications and services are closely
tracked to the specific demographic, geographic, and sociographic needs.
Tracking the goods and services provided also gives very important
information about how the customers interact with the products and
services sold.
The best companies use these data to reconceive the value
proposition for their customers. Gillette was once known for giving
away its razors and selling its razor blades. This strategy was based on a
simple insight into consumers’ behavior. The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) similarly recognized that it could give away its course
content because it was in the business of selling accredited academic
degrees. It does not matter who attends MIT’s online courses, since its
business would remain in high demand for those people who needed to
earn a degree from the university.
A company can use a variety of technologies—including face-to-face
conversations—to gather this information and integrate it into models
that will maximize value for the customer. By maximizing the customer’s
value, the company will have made the product the most relevant to the
customer and improved the likelihood of an ongoing business
relationship.
In addition, as efficiencies have been unleashed in the marketplace,
the public’s patience has disappeared. Customers will look at a service
line in a fast food restaurant and pull out the app on their phone rather
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than wait the additional ninety seconds to order in-person. The just-intime economy of instant downloads, cars-on-demand, and delivery
services have reshaped the public’s expectations regarding the service
they expect. For companies operating in the new economy, staying put
means falling quickly behind. Every customer interaction needs to be
reassessed to determine if it can be simplified, automated, or improved.
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Understanding the Process.

Nimble manufacturing and automation has reduced workforces
while improving production quality and safety. These upfront
investments reduce overall costs of production and enable
manufacturers to dramatically increase the ability to manufacture
materials and goods to meet present orders without needing to stockpile
unsold product. More precise testing assures greater quality control and
a much higher level of accuracy in the manufacturing process.
Surprisingly, despite widespread automation and the increased use of
robotics, the U.S. manufacturing sector has actually increased in size,
adding roughly 1 million jobs in the last decade. The reversal is due, in
part, to the reduced costs of automation, which tends to democratize
access to automated equipment and processes. 3D printing, laser cutters,
and other technologies are also allowing for low-volume, highly
specialized manufacturing to occur using efficient technologies. The
tools allow for cheaper prototyping which opens one aspect of business
and allows for much greater individualization of manufacturing for
another category of businesses.
Automated manufacturing reduces waste, improves safety, and adds
flexibility to the unit costs of goods manufactured. Automation is
particularly beneficial to protect employees from dangerous working
conditions. At the same time, use of data analytics can capture
information about the manufacturing, distribution, and sales process to
further refine the desirability of products and improve their quality,
safety, and demand.

3.

Understanding the Value of Knowledge.

The modern economy is based on knowledge. The ability to create
complex computer code, to manage databases, to provide cybersecurity,
and the problem-solving ability to apply these skills in a thoughtful,
systematic basis sell at a tremendous premium in today’s economy. The
best knowledge workers command premium salaries, stock options, and
supportive employment environments.
Many of the early employees in Silicon Valley became millionaires as
their companies went public, and more than a few have become
billionaires. Thousands of others have moved west in hope of the same
payday. Universities are rapidly developing programs to keep pace with
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computer science training, including specialties in areas such as cloud
computing, machine learning, computational media, and artificial
intelligence. This transformation was highlighted by Peter Drucker in his
book, Post-Capitalist Society, in which he argued that unlike the prior age
in which the traditional factors of production were labor, land, and
capital, in the modern economy, knowledge is more than a fourth factor,
it is “the only meaningful resource.”3 This is not a Silicon Valley
phenomenon. “In fact, whichever traditional industries managed to grow
during the past forty-years did so because they restructured themselves
around knowledge and information.”4
Drucker also understood another transformation of the modern
economy; namely, the need for loyalty to be earned by the enterprise
using something other than a paycheck. The undifferentiated resource
of low-skilled labor has been reclassified as human resources to reflect
this transformation. Humans with needed skills, knowledge, and social
traits command a high premium for their services. The best companies
of this century attract those employees through a commitment both to
the employee’s well-being and to customer’s satisfaction. Being part of a
company that matters helps attract and retain the highest quality
workforce.
The risks of globalization and losses of jobs to low-wage markets is
offset by the value of highly skilled workers with excellent problem
solving and communication skills. This does not mean that the United
States has any particular advantage in the global economy. It merely
highlights that all countries across the globe will be competing to train
their workforces within the global competitive knowledge economy.
B.

Models of the Information Economy.

There are many companies that have helped define the
transformation of the economy and rebuild U.S. leadership after decades
in which manufacturing and service leadership were ceded to Japan and
other Asian companies. None of these are “great” companies in a moral
sense; but each has tremendous reach and positive attributes, while at

3
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the same time they may sometimes engage in practices that raise
significant political, social, and moral concerns.
Among the companies discussed is Google, which was founded with
the motto and corporate policy: “Don’t be evil.” By 2015, the company
had amended the simple admonition to: “Do the right thing,” and in
2018, even that corporate policy has been withdrawn. (Google has also
been restructured so that the corporate parent is now called Alphabet.)
One can only speculate about the policy debates that surrounded a
decision to remove “Don’t be evil” and “Do the right thing” from a
policy manual. For most entrepreneurs, the better strategy would be to
continue to adhere to such policies.
As start-ups, each of these companies strove to make the world a
better place, so there may be a different lesson to learn. It may be that
any enterprise risks losing its ethical compass if it grows too large—
whether business, government, or nonprofit. Alternatively, it may be that
the demands on the largest enterprises cannot be met and in failing to
meet unreachable expectations, these enterprises cannot help but
disappoint. It is safe to say, however, that the public eventually discovers
unethical policies, and the long-term consequences of such conduct can
be devastating to the enterprise.
With that caveat, these five companies reflect important aspects of
the transformation in the economy and technology driving the change.
Although selected for their individual roles in the transformation of the
information economy, each of these companies is also a leader in
machine learning and artificial intelligence. Indicative of their position in
the information economy, they are now in an arms race to deliver the
most helpful, thoughtful, and functional artificial intelligence
engagement service on the market in hopes to leapfrog the others and
dominate the coming decades of information intelligence and economic
growth.

1.

Microsoft.

Though often overshadowed by its flashier rivals, Microsoft is more
directly responsible for the modern economic revolution than any other
company. Founded by Bill Gates and Paul Allen in 1975, the pair started
with a focus on BASIC interpreters for the Altair 8800. When the IBM
PC was being developed, IBM engineers refused to participate in the
hobbyist enterprise. Instead, the engineers turned to outside vendors for
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operating software. IBM licensed both CP/M and DOS to run on the
machine, but Gates allowed DOS to be sold for $75 per machine instead
of the much higher price of CP/M. Not surprisingly, customers chose
the cheaper operating system and MS-DOS quickly gained dominance
on the IBM PC and then on all the other PC machines. Microsoft quickly
leveraged its success with the operating system to create Office, a suite
of products driven by the word processor Word and the spreadsheet
program Excel.
Despite the longstanding public rivalry with Apple, Microsoft
developed Apple’s spreadsheet programs, invested in Apple, and kept
developing products for Apple, which helped Apple survive many
bushes with bankruptcy. Microsoft’s success has created numerous
antitrust challenges, and its efforts to support Apple were due in part to
its strategic need to have a viable competitor in the marketplace.
Unlike all other computer companies, Microsoft has remained
dominant and profitable throughout the decades, moving more slowly
than its competitors in areas such as the Internet and mobile, but
relentlessly iterating its products and services to remain competitive in
almost every modern computer market. It continues to dominate in
computer operating software based on the lead it first took in 1980;
dominates in business services; and remains competitive in gaming,
artificial intelligence, and many other sectors.
There are lessons that can be learned from Microsoft:
•

Respect your customer—As an enterprise company, Microsoft
understands that a workforce does not want to be disrupted
through retraining every time a product is updated. By
building on the knowledge and skills developed from the
prior products, Microsoft created a highly dedicated
customer base. The customers might not be emotionally
loyal to Windows, but they are very reluctant to switch to
something else. This respect has built relations that have
lasted for generations of users.

•

Be relentless with improvement—Microsoft has not dominated
every market it entered and has often started with
underperforming products, but its commitment to its
installed customer base has been ongoing efforts to achieve
success. The initial Windows product was a failure. Not until
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version 3.1 did the company have its breakthrough moment.
The ongoing commitment, however, allowed it to dominate
that market as well.
•

2.

Value partnerships and remain relevant—Microsoft is a pioneer
in new technologies and as such it invests in technologies
that do not all find a home in the market. For example,
although its mobile devices struggled with failures—like the
Zune music player—its mobile and phone patents were
foundational to the Android operating system and earned the
company a royalty on each handset. As a result, Microsoft is
nearly as great a beneficiary of the Android market as is
Google, its owner. Microsoft’s open architecture has enable
it to remain more profitable and more relevant in more
segments of the computing, entertainment, and
communications industries than any other corporation.

Apple.

Founded by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak, and Ronald Wayne in April
1976 to build and sell a hobby computer designed by Wozniak, the
combination of Wozniak’s engineering genius and Jobs’ relentless
creativeness destructiveness enabled the small Apple Computer to
transform itself into the largest consumer electronics company in the
world. There are many lessons that entrepreneurs can learn from Apple’s
tumultuous history. These are perhaps the four most important of them:
•

Understand your customer—Using the trademark and brand
“Think Different,” Apple captured the counter-culture ethos
of the early hobbyists and anti-corporate aesthetic to make a
product that worked for business while creating a personal
statement for its users. Jobs famously rejected asking
customers what they wanted, but he deeply valued
understanding his customers’ emotional responses to the
new technologies, color schemes, user designs, wants, and
dreams. Apple repeated this with the Apple 2, Mac, iPod,
iPhone, and iTunes, dominating generations of innovation.

•

Understand that disruption is inevitable—Apple embraced the
lessons of Clayton Christensen regarding disruptive
innovation with a healthy disrespect of entrenched
technologies and legacy systems. In part, this was an ethos to
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“not be Microsoft.” Despite this, Apple was a beneficiary of
Microsoft’s dismantling of IBM’s computer industry
dominance. As time went on, however, Microsoft, Sun, and
other multinational companies became more conservative
and protective of their existing products. Jobs exulted in the
lesson he taught Xerox, buying access to its prototype mouse
and converting a forgotten technology into an essential
computer accessory. Apple understood that laptops would
replace desktops and that iPhones would replace iPods. By
embracing obsolescence, Apple assured itself that as markets
faced challengers, the primary challenger would be itself.
•

Understand your role—Despite its competition with Microsoft,
Apple shifted from a technology company into a consumer
electronics company early in its history. With this shift came
a foundational difference in its product development
philosophy. Apple focuses on a very few products that rarely
require new technology. Instead, Apple focuses on near
perfection regarding the consumer experience with the
product. The shape of the window on a Mac received much
more attention than that of the window on a Windows
machine. The command wheel on the iPod represented one
of the best engineering feats in computing history. Apple
purchased the hard drives, screens, and batteries from other
manufacturers, but it understood how to make the device
usable and elegant better than all the other competitors in
the field.

•

Leverage your strengths—Apple’s commitment to a closed
architecture enabled it to integrate its products and services
more tightly than any other company. At its simplest, this
meant it had no obligation to invest in supporting hundreds
of third-party products, simplifying product development.
Equally important, this enabled Apple to leverage the value
of one product for another. The iPod worked better than all
other music players because most of the functionality was
shifted to the iTunes player that was required to make the
device work. iTunes was initially available only for Mac
computers. The iPod marketing budget came from the Mac
computer account, enabling Apple to spend hundreds of
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millions of dollars more to support the iPod than Sony, Rio,
Microsoft, or others could spend. And with the addition of
the iTunes store, this leverage extended to marketing
campaigns featuring Bob Dylan, Bono, and other famous
artists. Sony, for example, had the same suite of machines
and music, but it lacked a culture of integrating operating
divisions. In the end, the company that invented portable
music lost its market to a minor computer company.
These Apple strategies often came with significant internal cost to
the Apple management teams and its engineers. Steve Jobs was famously
uncharitable and often heartless in his personal dealings. His
management failings resulted in his being fired from his own company
and destroying the company that followed. The recognition of these
institutional strategies should not be equated with a management
approach that should never be emulated or even tolerated. That Steve
Jobs was successful in his third act should likely be attributed to a
management team that worked relentlessly to compensate for his
personal limitations and a design team that was the strongest in the 21st
century.

3.

Google.

If the small computer revolution was dominated by Microsoft and
Apple, then the Internet was utterly disrupted by a simple innovation
from two Stanford students, Sergey Brin and Larry Page. While still
students, they developed a program called “Backrub” to rank web pages
based on the number of links a page received rather than through word
counts or portal hierarchies. The company received financing to go
commercial in 1998 at a time when millions of new web pages were being
added to the Internet.
Google is predominantly an advertising company. In exchange for
providing the search results, it sells advertising to be placed at the top
and sides of the page. Although Google has grown to deliver a multitude
of ad-based products and services, it derives virtually all its revenue
through the sale of advertising. Even though Google has many strategic
initiatives including Nest, Waymo autonomous vehicles, and countless
others, less than 4% of revenues and profits are attributable to nonadvertising revenue.
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Google’s business strategy is not particularly new. Broadcast radio
and television also used advertising as their revenue model, selling ad
space and creating media content to host the ads. Google’s business
model differs from the traditional media because traditional media
created its own content, while Google exploited the content of the manyto-many media stream to provide websites, news feeds, and eventually
audio and video content through YouTube, packaging third-party
content and selling the associated advertising.
The Google business model is the ultimate in the consumer
interface. At its heart, Google is a service, connecting the content
provided by the public on the Internet to those same users of the
Internet in a highly convenient, easy to use manner paid for through
targeted advertising. Google uses all the behavioral advertising
techniques described throughout this book to track the behavior of
virtually every online citizen, connecting their search, Gmail content,
viewership activities, and other movements to create a detailed pattern
of behavior, psychology, and conduct.
Google has created the world’s largest content repository. It utilized
the Google Book Search Project, which scanned the university libraries
to make academic research easier, as a way of deepening its language
database and improving its translation services. These, in turn, drive ever
more traffic to Google’s pages and enhance the value of Google’s
advertising revenue. The Android mobile platform creates a system that
provides Google the ability to capture revenue streams for 75% of
mobile devices. The intersection of the myriad of Google tools enable it
nearly to monopolize online advertising revenue.
There are lessons that can be learned from Google:
•

Understand your customer—Google may understand its
customers better than any company in the world, given the
data set it has about its users. While this raises ongoing
privacy concerns, Google manages this exceptionally well by
exploiting this information primarily to improve its services
and by giving those services to the public for free. Free is
good; free is welcome; and the public rarely asks who really
pays for free.

•

Understand your employees—Google has set new standards for
employment of the creative class, providing food,
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transportation, telecommuting, recreation, pets, and other
amenities to its employees so the stress of a grueling and
intensive work environment is offset with fun and
comradery. Google also incorporates a policy to allow its
employees to direct up to 20% of their time on their own
side-projects, empowering the creativity of their employees
to express themselves and try new ideas. It also provides
generous parental leave and on-site child care. As a result,
Google regularly wins Fortune’s Best Companies to Work
For award.
•

Have a moral business plan—Google’s chief purpose is the
laudatory and unattainable goal “to organize the world’s
information and make it universally accessible and useful.”
That mission has a purpose well beyond the actual business
of selling advertising. The deep moral vision enables
employees to care about the corporate success. This is
reflected by over 73% of Google’s employees who find their
jobs to be meaningful, according to PayScale.

Despite growing privacy concerns over the conduct of Google,
Facebook, and other companies, Google has avoided the embarrassing
disclosures about resale of customer data that have plagued Facebook.
Consumers like free services, and Google has done an excellent job at
delivering free tools in a way that makes the loss of privacy appear a
reasonable tradeoff.

4.

Amazon.

Exemplifying and dominating the retail industry is Amazon.
Founded as an online bookstore in 1994 by Jeff Bezos, Amazon has
grown to be the second largest online retailer, trailing only Alibaba in
China. It is also the second largest retailer in the U.S., trailing only
Walmart. Amazon built its business model by harnessing the social
impact of customer ratings.
Bezos spent a year building Amazon with the stated goal embodying
a singular vision: “To be the world’s most consumer-centric company,
where customers can come to find anything they want to buy online.” It
chose books over CDs because there were millions available to sell and
an incredibly poor concentration among book retailers at the time of
Amazon’s launch.
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Amazon understood that the online version of the best local book
store was one in which the salesforce was highly knowledgeable; where
other customers provided their own helpful opinions; where the store
could offer any book in print (and most out of print books as well); and
where the shopping process to select among a million books was simple
and intuitive. No bricks-and-mortar bookstore could make all those
promises, so Amazon quickly had the market to itself.
Bezos built a company intended to last and grow. For many years,
Wall Street criticized Amazon for its very low profitability. Bezos
invested revenue in expansion and improvement, first adding music,
then seasonal goods, toys, and eventually products in nearly every
product segment.
There are lessons that can be learned from Amazon:
•

Engage your customer—In capturing the best of the local
bookstore experience, Amazon integrated customer reviews
and ratings more deeply than any other online business.
Unlike mere ratings, detailed reviews from verified
consumers create a high degree of trust for the other
shoppers online. Trust is a virtuous cycle, leading consumers
to be willing to take risks on products they might not
otherwise purchase because of the trust built up in the
platform.

•

Engage your potential competition—Amazon has created a middle
path between the open platforms of Google and Microsoft
versus the walled garden offered by Apple, with a
marketplace that empowers small businesses and bookstores
to use Amazon as the vehicle to reach the public. In creating
a global marketplace for smaller vendors, Amazon has also
claimed the moral high ground over Walmart, which is often
criticized for putting local retailers out of business when it
moves into rural areas. Thousands of companies use
Amazon for their marketing and fulfillment, allowing them
to stay relevant in the fiercely competitive online economy.

•

Have a moral, long-term business vision—Amazon’s vision
includes two discrete goals: “to be the world’s most
consumer-centric company,” and to have a catalog so large
that “customers can find anything.” To have a consumer
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experience that is better than any other, is often associated
with expensive and elite retail. And the size of the virtual
catalog is often associated with giant warehouse stores,
which are not generally known for their customer
experience. Combining these two goals into a single
experience has the effect of democratizing service while
expanding opportunity. Although the vision may seem
simplistic at first, it actually embodies a profound shift in the
world of retail. As has been demonstrated, it is the most
disruptive vision of any of the listed companies.
•

5.

Reinvest—Amazon regularly ignored Wall Street’s demands
for profitability and spent its income on its expansion and
improvement. Understanding the benefits of scale and
capitalizing on the lead it had as an online retailer, Amazon
took a long-term approach to corporate growth that has now
paid off very handsomely. Companies that are more
beholden to financial leverage do not have the ability to leave
the funds in the business for the long game. Those that do,
tend to do much better than their competitors.

Khan Academy.

The final example is Khan Academy. Sal Khan founded the
nonprofit Khan Academy as an outgrowth of the tutoring he was doing
for his younger cousins. The tutoring started with phone calls and video
chats, but as the demand grew, Khan switched to YouTube videos,
opening the lessons to members of the general public. Demand grew,
and Khan left his position at a hedge fund to run the business full time.
The effort gained the notice of Bill Gates from Microsoft and shortly
thereafter, from Google.
Like Wikipedia many other free, nonprofit resources on the Internet,
Khan Academy provides videos, tutorials, and lessons across a wide
range of subjects. What makes Khan Academy stand out are its mission,
strategy, and tactics. The mission is deeply moral, expansive, and
aspirational: to provide “a free, world-class education for anyone,
anywhere.” It moves beyond the informational tools of Wikipedia and
YouTube because it creates and hosts thousands of individual lessons
that comprise the bulk of the kindergarten through twelfth grade
curricula in the United States and for many other countries. It offers its
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materials in many languages, and provides these services entirely for free,
creating a powerful supplement for underfunded school systems across
the country and the world.
The organizational basis for the programs emphasize a personalized
learning and competency model that is widely praised by cognitive
scientists but often difficult to implement in existing school systems. The
content becomes a supplement to the classroom experience, allowing
students to learn and practice the areas in which they might be falling
behind in school. The software also helps motivate the students with
badges and a gamified interface.
Finally, through strategic partnerships, Khan Academy has brought
content from the Advanced Placement curriculum, the SAT, MCAT,
and LSAT to the public for free. These training tools help provide access
to those students who do not have the economic resources or
geographical opportunities to have the study aids essential for these
highly competitive standardized admissions tests.
There are critical lessons from Khan Academy:
•

Just get started—The early Khan Academy videos were
rudimentary. But slick production values have not been
shown to improve student learning. Providing the consumer
needed lessons was more important than waiting to be
funded. Particularly in the nonprofit sector, funding rarely
comes before production.

•

Consider the nonprofit model—Khan Academy receives
significant competition from for-profit test preparation
companies, and higher education includes both for-profit
and nonprofit entities. The mission statement of Khan
Academy, Wikipedia, and Google are remarkably similar, and
online search is probably not improved through the
inclusion of advertising.

•

Have a charitable, long-term purpose—Effective nonprofits must
be attuned to their long-term, moral, or charitable purpose.
Like the vision of the for-profit enterprise, the chartable
purpose should align the interests of the donors, the
volunteers, and the benefactors of the organization. When
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these groups have inconsistent expectations, the charity
tends to struggle with focus and purpose.
•

Build partnerships—Khan Academy is not the only nonprofit
educational enterprise on the Internet, but its relationship
with the top national testing agencies guarantees a credibility
and relevance that other charities will not have. The greater
the relational network, the stronger the nonprofit’s influence
and credibility.

•

Embrace the power of the Internet—Khan Academy also stands
out from other online nonprofit educational resources by
embracing the ability to deliver content on mobile devices,
in many languages, with in-depth feedback, and through a
predictive model that provides each student the lessons on
which he or she needs to work to address the skill deficits
diagnosed by the student’s practice experience.

Khan Academy is not as far along with artificial intelligence as
Microsoft, Apple, Google, and Amazon, but it is testing tools for natural
language essay grading; algorithms for expanding how it predicts which
lessons should be provided after a student gets feedback on the current
modules; and careful research on the effectiveness of the modules on
the partner standardized tests. Hopefully studies will also be undertaken
to validate the usage for classroom supplements as well. (Though
admittedly, that would be beneficial for every book adopted by school
districts, and that validation is also missing.)
Khan Academy is not as far along as the for-profit examples, but its
potential impact on the future of education is far greater than any of the
others. Increasing the math literacy of the public, the language skills,
critical thinking skills, and problem-solving abilities will be essential for
the information economy workforce. Given the ever-changing needs for
the jobs of the future, Khan Academy and its competitors are the most
important companies to emerge in the 21st century.
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Honorable Mentions.

There are many companies that could have been discussed in
addition to the five companies listed above. Among the notable
mentions are the following:

C.

•

Netflix, which has been nearly as disruptive to broadcast and
cable as Amazon has been for retail;

•

PayPal, which simplified financial services;

•

Wikipedia, which provides the most comprehensive and
global collection of the world’s information in a curated and
educational format;

•

eBay, which created online auctions;

•

Uber and Lyft, which have transformed the personal
transportation business through their sharing approach to
underutilized vehicles;

•

Zillow, which has transitioned from competitor with realtors
to an essential service of everyone in residential real estate;

•

Airbnb, which leads the market of short-term housing
rentals that barely existed before the introduction of the app;
or

•

Aggregator sites like Travelocity, Priceline, Hotwire, and
Hotels.com.
Other Talked About Economies.

There are many other emerging economies, which will likely take
center stage for the third edition of this text in the years to come. Some
of these are fundamental trends, while others may be passing fads. A few
of these are introduced to be sure they are considered in the
development of any business model for a start-up or repurposed
enterprise.

1.

Mobile Economy.

The transition to mobile devices, primarily phones and tablets, has
become the vehicle for trillions of dollars in transactions, and yet it
accounts for less than 5% of economic volume. Nonetheless, mobile has
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already become a primary driver for behavioral changes for both
consumers and workers. Companies like Uber, games like Ingress and
Pokémon Go, traffic flow analysis of people and vehicles, and many
other activities are unique to mobile.
According to Anindya Ghose, author of TAP,5 the mobile economy
is more than the movement of technology from laptop to computer.
Instead, mobile creates a new platform for monetizing customer
behavior and addressing societal needs. At its heart, mobile creates a new
modality for the consumer and the employee based on the person’s
location. The device also captures the time of the interaction. Mobility
also has some intersection with weather, particularly in increasingly
extreme or unexpected weather patterns. Ghose’s other categories of
mobile data include saliency (another term for relevance), crowdedness,
trajectory, social dynamics, and technical mix.
Using data analytics, mobile devices provide tremendous
information about the user. The trajectory, for example, provides the
owner of the wireless network real-time data of all the people in the
shopping mall, airport, or sports arena regarding the physical movement
and flow of the individual. Such data is very helpful to improve security,
but it can also be used to push discounts to the customer’s phone as the
person nears the store.
More will be coming. Networked phones may also become versions
of audio sensors to track gunshots and explosion audio data, and to track
crowd responses, leading to better responses to emergency situations.
The variety of input sensors on mobile devices can create tracking and
patterning information that goes well beyond the consumer’s interaction
with particular device functions—providing not only new avenues to
data tracking and personal security, but also opening new risks to cyber
attacks, physical threats, and intrusions into personal liberty. The catand-mouse game of liberty, privacy, and security risks will itself spawn
another growth industry.
In the near future, integrated with augmented reality, the phone will
provide just-in-time information that offers a much deeper
understanding about the environment surrounding the user. This can go
See generally, ANINDYA GHOSE, TAP: UNLOCKING THE MOBILE ECONOMY
(2017).
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well beyond commercial advertisements to include history information
about public spaces, improved traffic information, and deep contextual
information to create learning opportunities at museums, galleries,
libraries, and schools. Malls, which are currently struggling to compete
with online sales, may utilize the mobile information to redesign the
customer experience in the facilities to improve the experience for
customers moving through the location, making the walks more
engaging and redesigning the store placement and other interactions in
a manner that makes the experience more effective for the consumer.

2.

App Stores.

Apps on mobile devices are a discrete marketplace from the mobile
devices themselves. The mobile phone experience is moderated
primarily through the apps on the phones, which are provided almost
exclusively by either the Apple App Store or the Google Play Store.
Microsoft has a nascent presence, as do some device retailers like
Amazon, and cellular network carriers like Verizon, Sprint, and TMobile. Globally there are many additional app stores, particularly in
China; and there is an expanding proliferation of app availability in
channels outside Apple’s and Google’s control.
For the consumer, apps tend to fall into three categories. Some apps
are software applications paid for by the customer. The app is purchased
and available to use on the mobile device without additional charge. At
the other pricing extreme, some apps are entirely free to use, and the app
publisher generates revenue through advertisements posted within the
app. In between these two models is the “freemium” model, in which
apps are provided without charge, and then the user can increase the
functionality or reduce the advertising content by paying for additional
services, add-ons, or in-app services. Game apps frequently use the
freemium model by encouraging the purchase of in-game assets to
advance in the game. Each of these revenue models works for a variety
of applications, and the particular mix of paid, freemium, and
advertising-based revenue is nearly independent of industry or
functionality.
For the publisher of apps, the policies of the app hosting platform
impose significant additional expectations and obligations. Each of the
app platforms assesses the proposed apps to assure that the new app
meets its contractual obligations. This may include age ratings to assure
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that adult content is not distributed to minors; privacy disclosures, so
that the app’s use of the device’s other data is disclosed to the user;
functionality compliance, so the app meets the technical specifications
for the device; and many other requirements. Not surprisingly, the
requirements on the Apple platform are much more stringent than on
the open platform supported by Android.
As noted by the FTC, “some apps access only the data they need to
function; others access data that’s not related to the purpose of the app.”
Slowly, public pressure is building on the app platforms to police the
collection of customer data not relevant to the use of the app.
Regulations outside of the United States including the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), often prohibit the
collection of this data, and the extraterritoriality of these rules is adding
to pressure on U.S. companies to self-police and protect the public from
these data intrusions.
There is an additional layer of regulation in the U.S. to protect
children under thirteen from the collection and use of personal
information. These regulations have been updated to protect these
minors from manipulation by marketing companies and other targeted,
predatory use of their personal data. The FTC is primarily responsible
for the creation and enforcement of these policies.
Generally speaking, the revenue-sharing model which has emerged
with Apple and Google gives 30% of the app’s revenue to the platform
host and leaves 70% for the app developer. Whether the 30% overhead
is a reasonable fee is highly dependent on the business model of the app
developer. But merely qualifying an app for the app store is not a
business model or strategic plan. There are well over three million apps
in the Apple App Store and nearly as many for Android.
Given the scale of the competition, customers are unlikely to find a
new company’s app through browsing or searching the app store.
Instead, an entrepreneur must understand the cost of acquisition for a
new customer and the cost to retain that customer each month or year.
This may come from advertising; bundling with other apps and services;
partnerships with non-app business activities; nonprofit sponsorships;
or other forms of promotion and integration. Without a user acquisition
strategy, however, the launch of a new app has the same statistical
advantages of funding the company as a trip to Vegas.
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Sharing Economy.

As often used, the sharing economy is a catch-all for a number of
modern, economic interactions that have always existed in society but
operate efficiently through the mediation of mobile technology. The idea
behind a sharing economy is that underutilized infrastructure can be
bartered or time-shared in a manner that allows the owner to recoup
costs or earn a profit. The phenomenon is best highlighted by Uber, Lyft,
and Airbnb.
For example, many automobiles sit unused most of the day and
night. Under the Uber/Lyft model, these cars can be repurposed by
enabling their owners to become part-time chauffeurs, using personally
owned cars to replace the need for others to buy cars. Overall, car
purchasing would go down and efficiency of the auto purchases would
increase. Under the model, the preferred operational approach would be
to conduct this with self-driving vehicles, so the role of the car owner as
chauffer could be eliminated. Other car companies such as Zipcar and
Car2Go provide short-use car rental services in urban markets through
centrally owned cars while providing the customer the ability to drive a
car.
Municipalities also have been doing this for a long time. Public
transportation is actually a function of the sharing economy, as are bike
rental services in downtown and tourist districts. Whether the focus on
the consumer’s purchase of the capital equipment makes this a new
phenomenon is a debate best left to economists.
Vacation rentals, in the form of timeshares, have also been in the
market for decades. They also provide something of a warning story. The
rental of timeshares provides significant convenience to travelers who
want an experience outside of standard hotel accommodations. But the
fractional ownership of timeshares often leaves the owners with an
unmarketable asset and unanticipated maintenance expenses. The
secondary market for timeshares suggests that most consumerentrepreneurs lose money, time, and vacation freedom through these
systems.
Similarly, the misconduct rife within Uber has cast a shadow over
the sharing economy it promoted. The consumer ownership of cars and
apartment units avoids the regulations designed to protect the public
from unsafe conditions in public accommodation and transportation.
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Perhaps the inroads of the sharing economy suggest the need for
revisions to the regulations on these public accommodations, but the
emerging privacy, safety, and security issues surrounding these
operations suggests that these opportunities may have unintended
consequences.

4.

Gig Economy.

If the book reflects some skepticism with the sharing economy, it
reflects outright contempt for the so-called “gig economy.” In the gig
economy, creative knowledge-based workers and others have the ability
to move from project to project, independent of direct employment
supervision, to maximize their remuneration and personal autonomy. In
the old economy, those people were known as independent contractors,
and they have always played an important role in society. Most
commercially successful artists, authors, filmmakers, and entrepreneurs
are independent contractors, who work in their own companies and
contract with other enterprises when the economics justify the
relationship.
But most people in the gig economy do not have the creative output
to command the incomes needed to justify nontraditional employment.
Instead, these individuals are essentially the piece-meal workforce of the
19th century—paid to drive cars, sew clothes, write software code, sell
goods, pick fields, and provide menial labor just as the underpaid
immigrant workforce has done in every era of exploitation.
For employers, gig employees are an excellent choice: employees
have no rights to continuous employment; no right to minimum wage;
no rights to health care contributions; and no right to receive an
employer portion of their taxes. At the same time, gig employers have
no duties to protect employees from harassment or dangerous working
conditions and theoretically no obligation to respect child labor laws. But
if the success of the modern economy is dependent on stripping its
workers of protections from employer predation, then it is a
disheartening return to the world that existed before unions and OSHA
regulations. This is not the progress promised by Silicon Valley, and the
public must look beyond the rhetoric to the harmful strategies involved
in stripping workers of their minimal employment rights.

5.

Reputation Economy.
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In contrast to the weak promises of the sharing economy and false
promises of the gig economy, the reputation economy provides an
interesting new approach to public protections. Like the other
innovations, the concept is not new, but the use of technology can
propel it in powerful ways.
The paradigmatic reputation economy model is found within
academic publishing. By using peer review, academic publications assure
that the quality of an academic paper has been vetted by peers capable
of assessing its claims and methodology in a manner that generally
assures high standards of accuracy. Like any system, peer-reviewed
academic journals are not perfect. The reputation of an author’s
university affiliation and past publications may sway the reviewers
towards a more positive or more negative impression, and the general
competition for academic publications tends to somewhat distort the
publication process. These contaminants to an ideal system, however,
are found in almost all exchange models, and are likely less problematic
in academic publishing than in most fields.
The commercial equivalent of peer reputation are customer reviews
found on Amazon, Netflix, Yelp, and many other commercial sites. The
consumer ratings and reviews, when aggregated over a sufficiently large
population, can provide a highly valid predictor of the quality of goods
and services available from vendors. Variations like Rate My Professor
attempt to provide similar information to students as consumers of
educational services. Stack Exchange and helpfulness reviews tend to
push such helpful and usable information to the top of search results.
Similarly, as concerns grow over truthfulness in online media, public
accuracy and objectivity ratings—rather than popularity ratings—should
help push better content through social media platforms.
The reputational economy already has direct economic impact in
online transactions. Riders on Lyft rate the quality of the driver, which
incentivizes customer service. The satisfaction scores for fulfillment
services on Amazon help identify those vendors that provide high quality
customer service and meet expectations over those that do not.
Of course, there are dangers within the reputation economy as well.
Implicit bias and explicit racism may result in women and minorities
finding that these technologies replicate the biases existing in traditional
economy. Studies and safeguards should be developed to assure that as
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these tools are used to supplement objective tools for employment
decisions or contracting decisions, these tools are also assessed to assure
fairness and accuracy. For example, when deploying software to allow
Uber drivers to rate customers and improve customer behavior, there
appears to have been no consideration for the risk of driver red-lining to
avoid customers in urban neighborhoods or more explicitly
discriminating on racial, gender, or other bases. With better planning,
however, these challenges can be addressed and the power of the
reputation economy to improve quality and service, while highlighting
those best examples in the economy, has great potential.

6.

Artificial Intelligence, Big Data,
Informatics, and Machine Learning.

Analytics,

Perhaps the greatest change on the horizon is the emergence of
artificial intelligence and its corollary fields of big data, analytics,
informatics, and machine learning. While each of these could be treated
as a discrete field, they overlap in their economic consequences and can
be treated as a common transformation in the future of the economy.
These technologies combine to offer a future world in which many
routine processes and services are offered directly by computers, mobile
devices, and robots rather than by humans. Currently or in the near
future, these technologies will enable chatbots to carry on conversations
with millions of consumers simultaneously to help solve most customer
service questions, offer students course selection advice, and transact
business. The robotic versions will run check-out counters, take
restaurant orders, help tailor clothing, and teach in all levels of education.
Already, essays submitted on the GRE are partially evaluated by software
rather than human readers.
While the technology will be highly disruptive in education and
throughout the workforce, projections and past history suggest that the
transformation will also create new categories of employment and
redirect many positions in new ways. These will require new
technologies, training, and strategies. Individual employees may find
themselves with great new opportunities or with skill sets made
redundant and unwanted.
The disruption is likely to be fierce. The silver lining is that the
disruption will create many stressors for which entrepreneurial solutions
will be essential.
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